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M o n t b l a n c  – 
A  t r u e  w a t c h m a k e r ,  s i n c e  1 8 5 8

The Montblanc watchmaking story began in 1858, when Charles-Yvan 
Robert founded his workshop in Villeret, in the Swiss Jura Mountains. 
Though he didn’t realise it at the time, this marked the beginning of the 
historic Minerva era. Over the century-and-a-half that followed, Minerva 
would become one of the world’s leading specialists in precision chronom-
etry for professionals.

By the 1880s, the manufacture had built a solid reputation for innovation 
with pocket watches that were wound with the crown, leaving  traditional 
winding keys behind. And that was just the beginning. Minerva then 
turned its focus to precision timing, becoming a leading specialist in the 
fabrication of professional pocket watches and stopwatches. It began 
with a line of monopusher chronographs, culminating in 1916 with the 
production of a stopwatch accurate to 1/100th of a second. Just a few 
years later Minerva invented the calibre 13.20, one of the first manually 
wound monopusher chronographs ever developed for wristwatches, 
marking a new chapter in the manufacture’s history. Around a decade 
later, the legendary calibre 17.29 made its debut – one of the slimmest 
monopusher chronographs, measuring just 5.6 mm in height.

The original Minerva ateliers remain abuzz with activity, today serving  
as the Montblanc Manufacture in Villeret. Every component is still care-
fully crafted and decorated by hand, even including the balance springs. 
The manufacture is one of a very select few around the world in which the 
watchmakers have the know-how to produce their own balance springs 
entirely by hand. Length is measured not with today’s electronics, but by 
well-trained eyes, in accordance with tradition, for the utmost accuracy.

From pocket to wrist 

The Star Legacy timepieces borrow elements from Minerva 
pocket watches to express the formal, timeless elegance of 
the late 19th century. Today, the Maison brings its expertise 
to in-house complications that continue Minerva’s tradition 
of fine watchmaking.

From military chronograph to exploration 

Back in the 1920s, Minerva produced several watches 
designed for mountain exploration and military use 
featuring movements such as the 19.09, 13.20, and 17.29. 
Today’s Montblanc 1858 timepieces take inspiration from 
the world of mountain exploration, expressing the trend of 
getting back to nature, reinterpreting the Minerva pocket 
watches and chronographs.

Star Legacy  
Formal Elegance  
1858 – 1930

Montblanc 1858  
Mountain Exploring  
1920 – 1930

From history to heritage 

Inspired by Minerva’s wristwatches of the 40s and 50s, 
today’s Heritage line combines the elegance of watch-
making’s past with today’s technology and design. Vintage 
aesthetics like domed dials, dot indexes and glass box 
crystals pair well with gorgeous dial colours.

From dashboard to arm 

In its day, Minerva was a leading specialist in precision 
chronometry, delivering stopwatches for people to whom 
every 1/100th of a second counts – racing drivers. Today’s 
TimeWalker collection recalls those glory days of motor 
racing as a fascinating testament to sheer performance 
and innovation.

Heritage  
Sophisticated Elegance  
1940 – 1950

TimeWalker  
Racing  
1910 – 1960

Hunter Pocket Watch 
Circa 1910

Star Legacy 
Full Calendar

Military Chronograph 
Circa 1930

Montblanc 1858 
Geosphere

Bipushers Chronograph 
Circa 1945

Heritage Monopusher 
Chronograph

Rally Timer Stopwatch 
Circa 1960

TimeWalker Manufacture 
Chronograph

Tw o  m a n u f a c t u r e s .  O n e  p a s s i o n .

As the former home of Minerva, the Montblanc Manufacture in Villeret 
 upholds the Manufacture’s legacy of expertise. Here, Montblanc’s 
Movement & Innovation Excellence Centre continues to enrich fine Swiss 
watchmaking with major inno vations. Following in the footsteps of 
Minerva, the watchmakers developed a suspended Exo Tourbillon that 
features a balance wheel that is 3.2 mm higher than the dial and appears 
to be floating above it. This watchmaking expertise gained from high 
complications is also applied to the creation of functional small complica-
tions. In the Manufacture’s ateliers, all the movements’ components are 
meticulously crafted and decorated by hand using traditional methods. 
The watchmakers chamfer every edge, polish even the tiniest wheel 
and adorn plates and bridges with the traditional circular graining and 
‘Côtes de Genève’ stripes. Their great dexterity and skill are also indis-
pensable in crafting delicate balance springs, an accomplishment only 
very few watch manufactures manage. The Manufacture in Le Locle 
is Montblanc’s Watch & Quality Excellence Centre, where  traditional 
watchmaking merges with the latest technologies. From aesthetic 
design to construction and prototyping, all the expertise  necessary to  
create a distinctive timepiece is concentrated here. Manifested in a 
 superior level of craftsmanship and timelessly elegant design codes,  
the horological knowledge of the two manufactures is deeply embedded  
in all Montblanc timepieces, passing on the passion for fine watchmaking 
from grand complication timepieces to refined three-hand watches.

Bringing a Montblanc timepiece to life requires centuries of accu-
mulated knowledge, decades of experience, years of development and  
hundreds of hours of dedicated labour. With their skills and knowledge 
handed down through generations, the watchmakers at the Montblanc 
Manufactures in Villeret and Le Locle put their pride, passion and soul  
into each timepiece.

For 500 hours, the timepieces are subjected to a variety of demanding 
 conditions: the wear and tear of daily life, water resistance, numerous 
settings and re settings, different climatic conditions, as well as a check 
of all their specific functions. It’s a demanding and tough procedure that 
guarantees flawless functionality.

Only once the quality assurance team at the Montblanc Manufacture in 
Le Locle is convinced that a watch upholds Montblanc’s strict quality 
standards, it is released for subsequent delivery. Each timepiece that 
passes the Montblanc Laboratory Test 500 is issued with an individual 
test certificate – labelling it worthy of Montblanc’s strict and high quality 
standards and destined to become a trusted lifelong companion.

Once the careful interplay of countless parts is skilfully put together, the 
mark of distinction for a newly created Montblanc timepiece is passing 
the rigorous testing procedure of the Montblanc Laboratory Test 500.

T h e  M o n t b l a n c  5 0 0  h  t e s t :  
c e r t i f i e d  p e r f e c t i o n .
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M o n t b l a n c  1 8 5 8  
S p i r i t  o f  e x p l o r a t i o n

M o n t b l a n c  1 8 5 8

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, the Minerva workshop 
produced several watches exclusively designed for mountain 
exploration and military use. Built for extreme conditions, 
they were highly legible, incredibly accurate, and very robust. 
And of course, they were also beautiful. So it’s no wonder 
we’ve taken these highly revered timepieces as inspiration 
for the Montblanc 1858 line.

This year several models have gone deep blue in honour of 
one of the most extreme challenges an explorer is likely to 
face – arctic and glacier ice. This includes the Montblanc 
1858 Geosphere, with its in-house Worldtime complication 
featuring the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, each 
completing one rotation every 24 hours. Its case is grade 
five titanium for enhanced comfort and lightness, and the 
bi-directional bezel is crafted in steel and blue ceramic. Com-
pleting the line-up are the striking blue-dialled Split Second 
Chronograph, the delightfully retro Automatic 24H featuring 
a stainless steel case with a bronze bezel and crown, and 
Monopushers with cases in stainless steel or bronze.

1 8 5 8  S p l i t  S e c o n d  C h r o n o g r a p h

The new Montblanc 1858 Split Second Chronograph is 
equipped with the Manufacture monopusher chronograph 
calibre MB M16.31, featuring the complex split-second or 
‘rattrapante’ complication. Made in the Minerva workshop 
using traditional methods, it’s as beautiful as it is functional. 
Thanks to its transparent case back, you’ll enjoy a spectacular 
view into the heart of this timepiece. Its screwed balance 
wheels are some of the largest in the industry, and the 
chamfered edges, traditional circular graining, and ‘Côtes 
de Genève’ stripes continue the time-honoured legacy of 
the manufacture.

1 8 5 8  A u t o m a t i c  2 4 H

The Montblanc 1858 Automatic 24H is a deceptively simple 
and beautifully functional 24-hour watch that doubles as a 
compass. If you’re in the Northern Hemisphere, simply hold 
the watch horizontal to the ground and rotate it until the 
hour hand is pointing towards the sun. The cardinal points 
on the dial are now correctly aligned.

Montblanc 1858 Monopusher Chronograph

Ident No.: 125582

Movement type: Automatic; Monopusher 

chronograph

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Black dial with beige luminescent 

Arabic numerals; telemeter scale

Dimensions: 42 mm; 14.7 mm

Montblanc 1858 Monopusher Chronograph 

Limited Edition – 1858 pieces

Ident No.: 125583

Movement type: Automatic; Monopusher 

chronograph

Case: Bronze

Dial: Black dial with beige luminescent 

Arabic numerals; telemeter scale

Dimensions: 42 mm; 14.7 mm

Montblanc 1858 Monopusher Chronograph

Ident No.: 125581

Movement type: Automatic; Monopusher 

chronograph

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Black dial with beige luminescent 

Arabic numerals; telemeter scale

Dimensions: 42 mm; 14.7 mm

Montblanc 1858 Geosphere

Ident No.: 125565

Movement type: Automatic; Manufacture worldtime complication

Case: Titanium

Dial: Blue dial with white luminescent Arabic numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 42 mm; 12.8 mm

Montblanc 1858 Geosphere 

Ident No.: 125567

Movement type: Automatic; Manufacture worldtime complication

Case: Titanium

Dial: Blue dial with white luminescent Arabic numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 42 mm; 12.8 mm

Montblanc 1858 Geosphere Limited Edition – 1858 pieces 

Ident No.: 119909

Movement type: Automatic; Manufacture worldtime complication

Case: Bronze

Dial: Khaki green dial with beige luminescent Arabic numerals and 

indexes

Dimensions: 42 mm; 12.8 mm

Montblanc 1858 Geosphere

Ident No.: 119286

Movement type: Automatic; Manufacture worldtime complication

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Black dial with beige luminescent Arabic numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 42 mm; 12.8 mm

Montblanc 1858 Split Second Chronograph 

Limited Edition – 100 pieces 

Ident No.: 126006

Movement type: Manufacture hand-finished manually wound 

movement; Monopusher chronograph with split second

Case: Titanium

Dial: Blue enamel dial with beige luminescent Arabic numerals; 

tachymeter and telemeter scales

Dimensions: 44 mm; 15.2 mm

Montblanc 1858 Monopusher Chronograph 

Limited Edition – 1858 pieces 

Ident No.: 125583

Movement type: Automatic; Monopusher chronograph

Case: Bronze

Dial: Black dial with beige luminescent Arabic numerals; telemeter scale

Dimensions: 42 mm; 14.7 mm

Montblanc 1858 Automatic 24H 

Ident No.: 126007

Movement type: Automatic; 24 hours

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Black dial with the map of the Northern Hemisphere in 

mysterious Super-LumiNova®; beige luminescent Arabic numerals 

and indexes

Dimensions: 42 mm; 11.2 mm

http://www.montblanc.com/watches
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T i m e W a l k e r  
H o n o u r i n g  p r e c i s i o n  p e r f o r m a n c e s

T i m e W a l k e r

Consider the skilful sophistication of motorsports. These character istics 
set the scene for the distinctive aesthetics of the Montblanc  TimeWalker 
Collection. It evokes the history of Minerva’s fine watchmaking, the com-
pany that shaped the history of performance timing in a way few other 
manufactures did. Minerva developed stopwatches that could measure 
1/5th of a second and in 1916 became one of the first manufactures to 
develop a movement that could measure 1/100th of a second, making 
Minerva one of the leading specialists in precise chronometry. Montblanc 
unveils two ‘Reverse Panda’ TimeWalker timepieces; the distinctive chrono-
graphs with black and white dials are reminiscent of the dashboards of 
classic racing cars. Today, these details are appreciated for both their 
legibility and aesthetic. The new models feature a practical tachymeter 
scale for timing speed with high precision.

Montblanc TimeWalker Manufacture Chronograph 

Ident No.: 119942

Movement type: Manufacture automatic; Chronograph

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Reverse panda dial with black back ground and white counters, 

black rhodium-coated Arabic numerals and luminescent indexes

Dimensions: 43 mm; 15.2 mm

Montblanc TimeWalker Manufacture Chronograph  

Limited Edition – 1500 pieces 

Ident No.: 124073

Movement type: Manufacture automatic; Chronograph

Case: Distressed stainless steel

Dial: Black dial with anthracite counters, black rhodium-coated 

Arabic numerals and luminescent indexes

Dimensions: 43 mm; 15.2 mm

Montblanc TimeWalker Automatic Chronograph 41 mm 

Ident No.: 119940

Movement type: Automatic; Chronograph

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silver background with black counters, rhodium-coated Arabic 

numerals and luminescent indexes

Dimensions: 41 mm; 14.6 mm

http://www.montblanc.com/watches
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H e r i t a g e  
Tr a d i t i o n  o u t l a s t s  t i m e

Inspired by historical Minerva classic wristwatches from 
the 1940s and 1950s, the Heritage collection combines  
the elegance of watchmaking's past with the technology 
and bold design of today. You'll find domed dials with  
two finishes, dot indices, and the emotive colour palette 
of those decades past. Last year’s salmon, smoked 
caramel, and silvery-white are joined by an all-new Pulso-
graph in rose gold, a yellow gold Heritage Automatic  
with a British green lacquer dial, and a green dial for the 
the Monopusher Chronograph.

M o n t b l a n c  H e r i t a g e

This year sees the introduction of the Montblanc Heritage 
Manufacture Pulsograph, a limited edition of 100 pieces 
in rose gold with a brown dial. And the coveted Heritage 
Automatic returns, now sporting an 18 K red gold case,  
a green dial, and a matching strap.

M o n t b l a n c  H e r i t a g e  P u l s o g r a p h  
M o n t b l a n c  H e r i t a g e  A u t o m a t i c

Montblanc Heritage Monopusher Chronograph 

Ident No.: 126078

Movement type: Automatic; Monopusher chronograph

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Salmon-coloured dial with black rhodium-coated Arabic 

numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 42 mm; 14.7 mm

Montblanc Heritage Manufacture Pulsograph 

Limited Edition – 100 pieces 

Ident No.: 126095

Movement type: Manufacture hand-finished manually wound 

movement; Monopusher chronograph

Case: 18 K rose gold

Dial: Tobacco brown dial with 18 K rose gold-coated Arabic numerals 

and indexes; pulsometer scale

Dimensions: 40 mm; 12.65 mm

Montblanc Heritage Automatic 

Ident No.: 126464

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – Minutes – Seconds

Case: 18 K yellow gold

Dial: Green dial with yellow gold-plated Arabic numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 40 mm; 11 mm

Montblanc Heritage Perpetual Calendar 

Limited Edition – 100 pieces

Ident No.: 119926

Movement type: Manufacture automatic 

movement; Perpetual Calendar – Dual Time 

indication

Case: 18 K rose gold

Dial: Silvery-white dial with 18 K rose gold-

coated Arabic numeral and indexes

Dimensions: 40 mm; 12.25 mm

Montblanc Heritage 

Monopusher Chronograph

Ident No.: 119951

Movement type: Automatic; Monopusher 

chronograph

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with black rhodium-

coated Arabic numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 42 mm; 14.7 mm

Montblanc Heritage 

Monopusher Chronograph

Ident No.: 119952

Movement type: Automatic; Monopusher 

chronograph

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with black rhodium-

coated Arabic numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 42 mm; 14.7 mm

Montblanc Heritage Automatic Day & Date

Ident No.: 119947

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – 

Minutes – Seconds – Day – Date

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with rhodium-coated 

Arabic numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 39 mm; 12.2 mm

Montblanc Heritage GMT

Ident No.: 119949

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – 

Minutes – Seconds – Dual Time indication

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with rhodium-coated 

Arabic numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 40 mm; 11.8 mm

Montblanc Heritage GMT

Ident No.: 119950

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – 

Minutes – Seconds – Dual Time indication

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Salmon-coloured dial with black 

rhodium-coated Arabic numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 40 mm; 11.8 mm

http://www.montblanc.com/watches
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S t a r  L e g a c y  
Tr u e  e l e g a n c e  i s  t i m e l e s s

S t a r  L e g a c y

The Star Legacy line has its roots firmly planted in the 
legacy of Minerva, combining the same classic design 
code with some of the highest technologies of today. The 
always classy Moonphase is back, next to a fresh iteration 
of the Nicolas Rieussec Monopusher Chronograph with its 
distinctive off-centre dial and chronograph turning discs. 
The Montblanc Star Legacy Orbis Terrarum is as colourful 
as ever and also monochrome like never before. And of 
course there’s the Montblanc Star Legacy Full Calendar, 
powered by the automatic calibre MB 29.12 which features 
date, day, month, and moonphase complications. 

But surely the highlight of the collection is the Montblanc 
Suspended Exo Tourbillon, easily recognisable for its large 
balance wheel framing a hand-finished tourbillon beating 
away at 18,000 oscillations per hour, or one full rotation 
per minute.

The moment it was revealed, the Nicolas Rieussec 
Monopusher Chronograph, with its twin discs honouring 
the chronograph he invented, was an instant classic.  
And this year, we’ve taken its distinctive look even further 
with a blue dial and cases in both 18 K rose gold and 
 stainless steel.

Introducing the all-new Montblanc Star Legacy Orbis 
Terrarum in 18 K rose gold with a brown dial. It’s a sleek, 
monochromatic take on a very colourful classic for world 
travellers. And the Montblanc Star Legacy Chronograph 
Day & Date has a fresh new subtle bicolour dial above its 
MB 24.18 calibre movement. 

Montblanc Star Legacy Full Calendar 

Ident No.: 119955

Movement type: Automatic; Full Calendar

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with black Roman 

numerals

Dimensions: 42 mm; 11.43 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy 

Suspended Exo Tourbillon 

Limited Edition – 58 pieces

Ident No.: 116829

Movement type: Manufacture hand-

finished manually wound movement; One-

minute patented Suspended Exo Tourbillon

Case: 18 K rose gold

Dial: Silvery-white dial with black Arabic 

numerals

Dimensions: 44.8 mm; 15.03 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy 

Nicolas Rieussec Chronograph 

Ident No.: 126098

Movement type: Manufacture automatic 

movement; Monopusher chronograph – 

Dual Time indication

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Blue dial with silver-coloured Arabic 

numerals

Dimensions: 44.8 mm; 15.12 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy  

Automatic Chronograph 

Ident No.: 118514

Movement type: Automatic; Chronograph

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with black Arabic 

numerals

Dimensions: 42 mm; 14.23 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy Moonphase 

Ident No.: 126079

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – 

Minutes – Date – Moonphase

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with black Roman 

numerals

Dimensions: 42 mm; 10.88 mm 

Montblanc Star Legacy Orbis Terrarum 

Limited Edition – 500 pieces 

Ident No.: 126109

Movement type: Automatic; Manufacture 

worldtime complication

Case: 18 K rose gold

Dial: Sapphire crystal dial showing the 

Northern Hemisphere and 24 cities of the 

24-hour time zones

Dimensions: 43 mm; 13.84 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy Chronograph 

Day & Date 

Ident No.: 126080

Movement type: Automatic; Chronograph

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Ivory-coloured dial with rose gold-

coated  

Roman numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 43 mm; 14.76 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy Orbis Terrarum

Ident No.: 126108

Movement type: Automatic; Manufacture 

worldtime complication

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Sapphire crystal dial showing the 

Northern Hemisphere and 24 cities of the 

24-hour time zones

Dimensions: 43 mm; 13.84 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy Chronograph 

Day & Date

Ident No.: 126081

Movement type: Automatic; Chronograph

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Slate grey dial with black rhodium-coated 

luminescent Roman numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 43 mm; 14.76 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy Chronograph 

Day & Date

Ident No.: 126102

Movement type: Automatic; Chronograph

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Ivory-coloured dial with rose gold-coated 

Roman numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 43 mm; 14.76 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy 

Date Automatic 43 mm

Ident No.: 126104

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – 

Minutes – Seconds – Date

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Ivory-coloured dial with rose gold-coated 

Roman numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 43 mm; 11 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy 

Date Automatic 43 mm

Ident No.: 126105

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – 

Minutes – Seconds – Date

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Slate grey dial with black rhodium-coated 

luminescent Roman numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 43 mm; 11 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy  

Date Automatic 43 mm

Ident No.: 126107

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – 

Minutes – Seconds – Date

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Slate grey dial with black rhodium-coated 

luminescent Roman numerals and indexes

Dimensions: 43 mm; 11 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy  

Nicolas Rieussec Chronograph

Ident No.: 118537

Movement type: Manufacture automatic 

movement; Monopusher chronograph – 

Dual Time indication

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with black Arabic 

numerals and titanium counters

Dimensions: 44.8 mm; 15.12 mm

Montblanc Star Legacy 

Nicolas Rieussec Chronograph

Ident No.: 126097

Movement type: Manufacture automatic 

movement; Monopusher chronograph – 

Dual Time indication

Case: 18 K rose gold

Dial: Blue dial with rose gold-coated Arabic 

numerals

Dimensions: 44.8 mm; 15.02 mm

http://www.montblanc.com/watches


Montblanc Bohème Quartz 34 mm

Ident No.: 123868

Movement type: Quartz; Hours – Minutes

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with rose gold-coated 

Arabic numerals and diamond indexes

Dimensions: 34 mm; 6.55 mm

Montblanc Bohème Automatic Date 30 mm

Ident No.: 119920

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – 

Minutes – Seconds – Date

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with rose gold-coated 

Arabic numerals and diamond indexes

Dimensions: 30 mm; 9.5 mm

Montblanc Bohème Automatic Date 30 mm

Ident No.: 119918

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – 

Minutes – Seconds – Date

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with rose gold-coated 

Arabic numerals and diamond indexes

Dimensions: 30 mm; 9.5 mm

The diamonds featured on every Montblanc gem-set product have been purchased by Montblanc from legitimate sources not involved in the funding of conflicts 
and in compliance with United Nations Resolutions/The Kimberley Process certification system (System of Warranties). Montblanc hereby guarantees that these 
diamonds are conflict-free, based on personal knowledge and/or written guarantees provided by the supplier of these diamonds. The Montblanc Diamond is a  
patented diamond cut. Montblanc products are only available in Montblanc boutiques and from specialised retailers authorised by Montblanc with due consideration 
for the product category.

Subject to change.
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B o h è m e  
R e f i n e m e n t  d e f i n e d

B o h è m e

The Montblanc Bohème Collection is designed to 
complement a self-confident woman who is sophisticated 
and considered in her personal style. The timepieces 
display Arabic numerals, leaf-shaped hours and 
minutes hands, minute scales with raised dots and the 
moon function, which adds a romantic and functional 

complication to this timepiece. Evidenced in traditional 
decorations such as guilloché dials and gem-setting, 
the recognisable elegance manifests itself further in the 
sophisticated cases with slightly faceted horns, sculpted 
onion crowns, and some timepieces in the collection 
feature bezels set with diamonds.

Montblanc Bohème Day & Night 30 mm 

Ident No.: 119932

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – Minutes – Seconds – Date –  

Day & Night indication

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with rose gold-coated Arabic numerals and 

diamond indexes

Dimensions: 30 mm; 9.4 mm

Montblanc Bohème Manufacture Perpetual Calendar 

Limited Edition – 100 pieces 

Ident No.: 119939

Movement type: Manufacture automatic; Perpetual Calendar –  

Dual Time indication

Case: 18 K rose gold

Dial: Silvery-white guilloché dial with black Arabic numerals

Dimensions: 38 mm; 12.01 mm

Montblanc Bohème Day & Night 30 mm

Ident No.: 119934

Movement type: Automatic; Hours – 

Minutes – Seconds – Date – Day & Night 

indication 

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white dial with rose gold-coated 

Arabic numerals and diamond indexes

Dimensions: 30 mm; 9.4 mm

Montblanc Bohème Manufacture 

Perpetual Calendar

Ident No.: 123866

Movement type: Manufacture automatic; 

Perpetual Calendar – Dual Time indication

Case: Stainless steel

Dial: Silvery-white guilloché dial with black 

Arabic numerals

Dimensions: 38 mm; 12.01 mm

http://www.montblanc.com/watches
https://montblanc.com/timepiecesbrochure

